Annexure : 3
Offline Sangati sessions in communities‐ feedback by Students
My name: Shital Mishra
Din Dayal Upadhyay MPS, Mulund P
Name of the school : Din Dayal Upadhyay MPS,
Mulund P
Everything was closed in the lockdown,
but Sangati told us such good stories, that we forgot
the effect of the lockdown.
Later, the representative from Avehi Abacus would
come to the basti to be with us, which made us really
happy. During online sessions, we felt very good while
listening, as it was like learning something new.
Throughout the year, Sangati told us many good
stories, like the story of Ramu's roti, the story of
Budhiram Baba, where water comes from, the story of
two seeds, the story of Pranjol etc. These stories have
increased our knowledge a lot. We like this
programme very much. I learnt how to overcome
anger from Pranjol's story. I told this story to my
friends and family. They also liked it a lot. All the
stories of Sangati provide us with a ot of information,
increase our knowledge and are also a source of
entertainment.
Name of student : Sanjana
Name of Basti : Siddharth Nagar
I am a student who has attended Sangati sessions. I
really like Sangati sessions. I have learnt a lot from
Sangati that has impacted my daily life. I have learnt
a lot of new things like not to discriminate based on
caste, religion or language. I have learnt this through
a lot of stories, games and songs that are a part of
Sangati booklets. I love reading these. Our Sangati
teachers are very good. They visit our basti every
Thursday to take these sessions. I want to work in a
bank once I grow up. Sangati has also taught us to
dream and to work hard in order to fulfil these
dreams. I really like Sangati and am thankful to my
Sangati teachers.
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Name of student: Alok Kumar
Name of school: Parekh Nagar Kurar, Village M.M Pahidi
Subject: Sangati
Class: 7th
ward P/N
Name of Basti : Indranagar Rani Sati Margh Malad, (East ) Mumbai
Homework
I found Sangati’s Booklet 1 ‐ Myself, My
Body & Our Needs to be fascinating. I really
liked the stories. It taught us great moral
values and since then I have developed a
habit of listening to stories.
I began to listen to the stories carefully and
my favorite stories are “Friends” and Ramu’s
Roti”. I have also developed a strong bond
with my friends through these stories. I have
managed to help my friends out. The story
“Ramu Ki Roti” taught us many things which
are applicable to daily life. During the
lockdown, three teachers came to the Basti
schools, and they narrated these stories to
us.
My family owns a sweet shop. Since we
opened it for business after listening to the
stories, I told my father not to give extra
chutney with samosa & vada because many
times it is wasted by customers. This is
wrong since it disgraces the food and also
the person who cooks the food. Now my
father is holding back on the quantity of the Chutney, so it doesn’t go waste. In‐fact when somebody asks
for extra, he still holds back. These stories taught us that if we are getting any moral values then we should
apply them into our real lives. That is the reason I liked Booklet 1.
Thank you Sangati!
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Name of student : Vinayak
Name of school : Prabodhankar
Thakre Hindi
I really like Sangati. These sessions
started in Standard V. We received the
Sangati booklets before lockdown. She
used to call us every week to the school
ground. There she used to tell us a lot
of stories. We also played a lot of
games. I really liked “Maya’s story,
Thakur’s Well, Ramu’s Roti and
“A utobiography of a cottonseed”.
I learnt many new things like gender
equality, not to discriminate based on
caste, not to waste things and how to
bring about positive changes in society.
We also discussed about changes that
had occurred in society because of
Corona. We also understood about
political changes and that we should
vote for a fit candidate in elections. We
discussed the example where in Nasik, 22 people had died due to oxygen shortage. Many parents also came
to attend Sangati sessions enthusiastically. Many students from 7th‐9th standards also came to attend
because they found these sessions very interesting and knowledgeable.
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Name : Gulshan Jaiprakash Maurya
Name of school : Sakharam Tare Marg
Hindi, no.1
Class : 7th A
Name of Basti : Ganpath Patel Nagar
(Khadi) :‐ 1 , Gali no 5
I really like the booklet “Preparing for the
Future” because this booklets consists of
many games & exercises and stories are
less. But the stories hold a lot of
importance & weightage.
Let's move forward…. I liked the Booklet
‐ there are a lot of games in this booklet,
the stories are short but have a lot of
importance. Chinese whispers, Clenched
fists, puzzle Game, Bull’s eye !, The
Juggler ‐ I liked it very much. The monkey
taught me the skills of life. While playing
this game, I understood myself and
learned about myself. The seed story of
Asha opened my eyes. Now I have also
decided that I will also sow a seed on my
birthday. Going forward, these trees will
come in handy for many people even
after me.
The story of two seeds also fills us with
positive thoughts, which I also
experienced.
First I was afraid of going to the
basti Sangati class because of Corona. Then the teacher told the story of two seeds in the online class, after
which I thought about how many places I visited throughout the day ‐ such as tuition, shops, market and the
houses of friends but we were still afraid of Corona. Then I changed my mind and I started coming to the
basti class, where I saw how many children were coming and were duly following the rules of Corona, such
as putting on a mask, sitting at a distance etc. I would not have been able to learn these stories if I hadn’t
gone, so I am happy I attended these classes.
I have learnt what to do if I get angry. Now, I am also able to plan my time all day. If any small problem arises
in the house, then I think of solving it, so it feels good. Thank you to Sangati fellows.
Gulshan Jayaprakash Maurya
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Name : Kaushar jahan khan
Bharti nagar no 9 Kurla, Kurla (4) Hanuman mandir
Name of basti : Bharti nagar no9 Kurla, Kurla (4)
Hanuman mandir
I truly feel like Sangati’s stories are really nice.
Through story of two seeds, I could understand the
positive and negative thoughts that come into our
minds at different points in our lives. This thought is
very useful in my life ‐ like during Covid period, we
shouldn’t give up. We have to look forward towards
our future lives – this is what I gained
from Sangati’s stories.
During the problematic time of Corona, I recollect
this story of the seeds and feel relieved as my fear
goes away automatically. Sangati helped me
discover myself, through the story of Helen Keller.
Sangati has had a big impact in my life and it is very heart touching for me.
Stories of Sangati always work like medicine for me and guide me towards a different path which is very
inspiring.

Name: Sonali Pramod Gupta
School: MPS SV Hindi Bmc school
Class : 7th
Basti: Kajupada Borivali East
We have Sangati sessions starting 5th standard.
Due to closing of schools because of Corona, our
teacher now comes into our Basti.
We enjoy the stories, games and activities that
are conducted during Sangati sessions. When
we started reading the book, I found the story of
Pranjol to be very nice as this story taught me
how to control my anger. Now I count till 40
when I get angry and try to isolate myself often
whenever I am angry.
Sangati has taught us a lot. I could relate to it a
lot.
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Name : Pranali Santosh Tarange,
Class : 7th
School : Ashokvan BMC Marathi school.

Namaste, I am Pranali Santosh Tarange. With Corona
around, our schools are closed but we are connected
to studies in online mode. Similarly, our Sangati is
also curriculum is also on. But, studying ‘online’ is not
the same as regular, physical classes, we can’t always
understand and absorb things in online mode. But,
out Sangati teacher came‐up with a solution, by
meeting face‐to‐face for classes in a locality near our
house.
I really like this class in our area because schools are
closed due to the Corona pandemic, and we have to
study in online mode. We have no idea about when
schools will reopen. Sangati teacher was in touch
with us right from the beginning of ‘lockdown’ period
and now she has started classes in our Konkanipada
area. In the beginning I was rather puzzled, ‘how can we have Sangati classes in the locality?’ But she visited
our houses, and located a place in nearby Tuljabhavani temple. Soon, we will shift to a big hall nearby. This
class is bigger than our school classroom, we can sit here safely, maintaining enough distance.
In our local area classes, we feel freer. All friends, we meet here, we don’t have to walk or spend on transport.
The classes here are held according to time suitable to us. Other students also attend our classes and we get
to hear from them about their opinions. This experience reminds me of the old types of schools that are
mentioned in our History books, taking us back.
Name : Aisha Sheikh
Basti : Bharti Nagar no 9 kurla (W) Hanuman Mandir
I like Sangati very much. We attend classes at Hanuman
Mandir. For me, the story of the wall, story of Maya,
“Budhiman” baba’s story and Helen Keller’s story were the
highlights of the Sangati sessions. I got very inspired through
these stories. I could also feel the pain of being a woman in
the present times in our society through the story of Maya. I
got to understand the societal differences between men and
women and the pain of Maya was very relateable since even
today every chore has to be done by girls. When will this
change? This story is very inspirational and I will try to change
myself for the better, I promise.
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Name: Abhishek Kanojia
Class: Sant Kakayya Marg
Hindi S. No.‐ 2
I love Sangati. It teaches us about our
body. The book about our body is the best.
We also played a balloon game during our
class which was very interactive.
We enjoy a lot during Sangati sessions
because of the many interactive games
played in therein.

Name : Rupali Ramnarayan Pal
School : Powai MNP Hindi 2
Teacher's Name : Mr. Ravindra Pratap Singh
Class: basti : MAHDA colony Kanjurmarg west
We like the Sangati program very much. We are
taught stories and new games in our class.
Winning is not so much fun in online class.
We enjoy reading together and have fun. We all
read a lot of stories and play different games.
Otherwise it is very boring due to the closure of
school. When the teacher comes to teach us in
our area we feel very excited. We enjoy reading
the stories, and also enjoy the company. We like
all the stories such as ‐ the story of Budhiram and
Budhuram, the story of Pranjol, which taught us
how to reduce anger, the story of Bhau Gawade
etc. We read the book and also play games
together.
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Name : Sandesh Dhotre
Locality : Tambe Nagar, Nehru Nagar No.1, (Patilwadi),
Mulund.
We have always loved Sangati classes. The classes held in
our community are attended by 7th/8th grade students
and me and my friends are already familiar with the
stories and different games when schools were
functioning. Games like ‘Fire on the mountain’. ‘Give‐and‐
Take’, ‘We Shall Overcome’, ‘Chinese whispers’, ‘Mirror
me’, ‘Clenched fists’, give a new direction to life. For
example; in ‘Fire on the mountain’ we appreciated the
need to come together and share tasks, to have open
communication, participation, to share the knowledge we
all have with each other; in ‘Chinese whispers’ game we
learnt about being attentive to others’ thoughts, to make
an effort to understand each other’s views – I feel these
games give a new meaning to life, giving a deeper‐
meaning, goal. We get new insights through these games
and understand the value of respecting everyone.
In Sangati workbook we had worksheets about understanding ourselves, our body we filled‐in worksheets
like – ‘which part of body we like most’, ‘who I think of when I am afraid ... In the ‘Friendship’ story, I
remembered my childhood when we made clay‐pots, taking mother’s role, mother going to work, while
‘playing home’, making tiny beads as food so one can pretend to gobble them up quickly… I had such fun
recalling all this. I find the Sangati workbook so lively, I love it!

Name: Suhani Pramod Gupta
School: Shakti Seva Sangh Sec. Hindi Bmc school
Class : 8th
Basti: Kajupada Borivali East
After the schools closed, our teacher used to come every
Tuesday to our basti for conducting Sangati sessions. We
read booklet No. 6 – Let’s move forward. We learned
various life skills from this book. There are five types of
life skills – (i) communication skills (ii) problem solving
(iii) creative and analytical thinking (iv)dealing with
difficult situations and (v) planning for future. My
communication skills have now improved. We have
learnt a lot from this booklet. These life skills will help us
in our future. I will try and work on these skills. I really
enjoyed this booklet and all Sangati sessions. I also wrote
about myself in this booklet. Sangati has taught me a lot.
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Name: Apshiya Samiullah Khan
School: Pra. Vamanrao Mahadik Urdu No. 1 Bmc
school
Class: 7th
Basti: Bhartiy Kumlanagar Sangamnagar Antop
Hill
I really like Sangati. It teaches us how to conduct
ourselves in society. Corona has brought about
huge changes in our lives. We cannot go out and
meet our friends. We have to stay in our small
house all the time. My father has a small saree
stall.
Through Sangati we learnt that all of us have
unique abilities which we should recognize and
develop. We should not be scared of difficulties
but face them confidently. I weish that we should
have Sangati in future also as I really enjoy these
sessions.

Name : Raju Rajvanshi
School : Abhudaynagar Hindi Bmc school
Class : 7th
Basti: Abhyudaynagar
We feel Sangati is like our family as we are
having these sessions since Standard V. Due to
Corona, we couldn’t have these sessions for
some time as schools are closed. But some
sessions were still held in school where we
played games, listened to stories and performed
various activities. We enjoyed a lot. I really hope
that Corona ends soon so that we can play all
the games like balloon game and have regular
Sangati sessions again.
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Name : Ruchi Gupta
School : Shastrinagar MPS
Class: 7th
I enjoyed reading Sangati booklet. I got to
introduce myself and was asked about my likes
and dislikes. I understood what friendship is
and how we should stay with our families. I also
learnt how to stay safe in Corona times, and
how to prevent various diseases from effecting
me. I also understood that we should not
discriminate between males and females.

Name: Swati Bhramshankar Mishra
School Name: MPS Swami Vivekanand
Manpa Hindi school Class: 7th
Basti: Kajubada Borivali East
I studied in Sangati school. Due to
corona, teacher came to our Basti.
I listened to a lot of stories, learnt many
values and played many games in
Sangati. Ramu’s Roti is the best story in
the book. I learned from this story that
in order to make a single thing, efforts of
a lot of people come together. So we
should value everything we use. Like
Roti is a simple thing but it takes a lot of
people to produce it. Similarly, in order
to make a house it takes a lot of
perseverance.
I learned this lesson from Sangati and I
never put anything to waste. It is a very
insightful learning that I use in daily life.
Sangati is a part of my life and I love it.
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Name : Manthla Maniar
Class: 8th
Basti: Mulund Chek Naka West
I really like Sangati. During lockdown, Sangati
sessions were held in open ground for
Standards V to VIII. I enjoyed the story of
Buddhuram Baba a lot. We discussed about
changes through that story. O the question
what never changes I replied that a person’s
names, especially a male’s name never
changes. It is given to him by his parents at his
birth. Similarly, a person’s anger also never
changes. It only reduces or increases based on
circumstances. All such stories touch my heart.
I really enjoy playing all the games also. During
the lockdown too, Sangati helped us in
relieving our tension.

School name : khushiyon ki pathshala
Student name : Shivani Jawahir Prasad
Jaiswar
Standard : 6th
Through Sangati, I learnt the use and function
of all parts of my body. On Tuesdays, we have
Sangati sessions where we read the Sangati
booklet.
We have read many Sangati booklets and I
enjoyed reading all of them. The story I liked
the most is “A utobiography of a cottonseed”.
I loved this story. There is a village in this story.
I have been hearing the names of two
characters in each story. The names are
Buddhuram and Buddhiram and Baba gives a
mantra. The mantra teaches us that change is
constant.
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Student name: Tejaswini Vidhate
Locality: Gaurishankar wadi, Kurla W

I am a 5th grade student staying at Gauri
shankar wadi. Sangati teacher and sir visit
our area to conduct Sangati sessions We feel
so nice because they tell us great stories and
play interesting games with us. We also have
been given workbooks by them, and teacher
explains things to us about how to use them.
I loved the story about a girl named Helen
Keller – she could not see, or hear or talk but
she studied a lot. She learnt to ride a cycle, to
swim. We must take inspiration from her and
study a lot. I love all the stories and games in
Sangati.

Name : Sandeep Maurya

School Name: Vinoba Bhave Hindi school
Basti: Gauri Shankar Wadi
My name is Sandeep. I study in Vinoba Bhave
school. We read Ramu’s story during our
Sangati sessions. In that story, Ramu didn’t like
rotis. I also did not eat rotis earlier but now I eat
1 roti. Due to corona, when schools were shut,
we had Sangati classes over phone at times. I
really like Sangati classes. I like all its stories and
the various games that we get to play. I have
learnt a lot through Sangati.
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Name : Riya Santosh Vishwakarma

School Name: Nariyalwadi Hindi No. 2
school Class : 7th
Basti: Gaondevi
I like reading Sangati stories, writing in the
booklet and drawing there. In booklet 5, we
read about change. We read about the
changes that occur in males and females in
adolescence. I found this information very
useful. It will help and guide us in the future.
I also liked the story of the seeds.
I also learnt how to control my anger through
Sangati stories. I understood the importance
of
planning
for
our
future.
I enjoy Sangati a lot and am thankful to the
Sangati teachers.

Name : Kulsum Ara
Class : 7th
Basti: Paan Maidan
Sangati is my favourite subject. I have been
attending Sangati sessions since I was in
Standard V. Now I am in Standard VII. I like
reading all the stories and playing games.
I liked playing the balloon game the most.
Sangati means to stay together and help
each other. We used to meet in the nearby
ground every Wednesday for Sangati
classes. I really enjoyed meeting my friends
and teacher. We read various stories like
that of Budhiram, the story of two seeds,
‘Follow Your Dreams ...’, ‘Look, Don’t
Stare !’ etc. I understood that change is
constant but some changes is good while
some is bad. I also understood that we should always use our mind and not worry about others’ opinion so
much. Through a game, I also learnt the importance of sharing. We should be ready to seek knowledge from
wherever we can get it and should also share our knowledge with others.
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Name : Neha Yadav
School Name : G.M.S.S
Class : 7th
Through Sangati, I learnt that everything changes
with time. Human beings also change, for instance,
a child initially stays with parents, then goes to
school and learns new things and then grows up to
teach those things to others, or becomes a doctor
etc. So much change occurs in this child. Similarly,
everything in this world keeps on changing. Earlier
we used to travel by bullock cart, horse cart etc.
Now we can travel very fast through bus, train and
even airplane. Earlier we used to go to school to
study. Now due to coronavirus, we have to study
through our mobiles. Even though Sangati teacher
comes to our basti to conduct sessions, still how big
a change this is.
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